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We Arise This Day
for SATB voices, assembly, and piano with opt. violin and solo instrument

Joyfully, jig-like ($\frac{4}{4} = 56-60$)

(Piano)

* Tin Whistle, Soprano Recorder, or Flute. Tin Whistle and Recorder should play lower octave. Flute should play higher octave, or alternate between verses.
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St. Patrick’s Breastplate, adapt. TW

Joyfully, jig-like ( = 56–60)

We arise this day through the strength of heav’n, the radiant
dawn and the moon’s bright glow, the splendor of sea and azure
sky, the firmness of the earth below.
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3 We arise this day and welcome Christ, above, with
ing, and at our side; in the hearts of all we meet this
lation all our days, empow'ed in love, renewed in
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day, from morn-ing sun to even-tide.
grace, alive in won-drous, grateful
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WE ARISE THIS DAY
We Arise This Day

1 We arise this day through the strength of heav’n, the radiant dawn and the moon’s bright glow, ... the splendor of sea and azure sky, the firmness of the earth below.

2 We arise this day through the love of God, whose strength and wisdom ... guide our way; ... whose eyes ... and ears attend our life; whose mercy keeps us safe this day.

3 We arise this day ... and welcome Christ, above, within, and ... at our side; in the hearts ... of all we meet this day, from morning sun to even-tide.

4 We arise this day ... be-lov’d of God, great consolation ... all our days, ... empowered in grace, alive in wondrous, grateful praise.